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Abstract. Information spreading and influence maximization in social
networks attracts attention from researchers from various disciplines.
Majority of the existing studies focus on maximizing global coverage in
the social network through initial seeds selection. In reality, networks
are heterogeneous and different nodes can be a goal depending on cam-
paign objectives. In this paper a novel approach with multi-attribute tar-
geted influence maximization is proposed. The approach uses the multi-
attribute nature of the network nodes (age, gender etc.) to better target
specified groups of users. The proposed approach is verified on a real
network and compared to the classic approaches delivers 7.14% coverage
increase.

Keywords: seed selection · targeted influence maximization · MCDA.

1 Introduction

Social media are used for maintaining connections with relatives, friends and to
access information sources. Virtual marketing within social media is strategized
to reach people with specific interests. It results in a better engagement of the
potential client thereof [4] and makes possible to avoid targeting users not in-
terested in products or services. While most of the research focused on influence
maximization and global coverage, social networking platforms deliver the ability
to pick multiple choice parameters for an exact target class. The need to better
address the real specifics of campaigns is visible, but the targeted approaches
are introduced in a limited number of studies and are focused mainly on single
node attributes [7] [15].

The approach presented in this paper deals with the selection of nodes for
seeding the social platform on the basis of manifold criteria, as well as diverse
attributes within agent based computational environment. The MCDA founda-
tions of the proposed approach enable to adjust the gravity of each touchstone to
be computed for selection purpose, in order to meet the requirements of the ad-
vertiser. Moreover, the relevant MCDA tools and computations enable to gauge
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the impact of nodes seeding individually on the viral marketing strategy to hit
the target groups. The paper comprises of five sections. The Introduction is
followed by the Literature review section 2. Next, the methodology discussion
is presented 3. After that, experimental results are showed 4 and followed by
concluding statements 5.

2 Literature Review

In the area of information spreading within social platforms, it was supposed in
the early stages of research that all the nodes of a network carry the same level
of inclination towards a promulgated product or service or any other content [6].
However, in reality more result-oriented campaigns allow multiple node behaviors
to be taken into consideration and better nodes allocation [7]. Recent studies
used the cost assignment to the user of the network combined with the user
interest benefits [8]. The goal of nodes selection can be also avoidance of intense
campaign with unnecessarily repeated messages [1]. Pasumarthi et al. identified a
targeted influence maximization problem, introducing an objective functionality
and a penalizing criterion for adopting non targeted nodes [9].

Recently, initial studies are held discussing the application of MCDA tech-
niques in the areas related to social networking. TOPSIS 3 method is used by
Yang et al., in SIR (Susceptible Infected Recovered) model for identification of
influential nodes in complex network [13]. Entropy weight method is used to mea-
sure and set up the weight values [14]. For maximizing the coverage and reducing
the overlap, TOPSIS method is used by Zarei et al., while a social network is
being influenced [16]. PROMETHEE 4 method was used by Karczmarczyk et
al., to evaluate the responsiveness of viral marketing campaigns within social
networking portals and also for providing decision support in order to plan these
campaigns [5].

Review of studies in the area of information spreading and influence maxi-
mization has shown that among large number of studies only a small chunk is
targeting the most common problem such as reaching out the specific user with
multiple characteristics. Most of the existing approaches behave mono-trait by
addressing nodes as a single attribute. However, social networks generally iden-
tify the target groups relying on multiple parameters, such as gender, localiza-
tion or age. This identifies a research gap for seed selection based on a multi-
characteristic computation in order to target specific multi-attribute network
nodes, which this paper addresses.

3 Methodology

The proposed methodology complements the widely-used Independent Cascade
(IC) model for modeling the spread within the complex networks [6], by taking

3 Technique for Order Preference by Similarity to Ideal Solution
4 Preferences Ranking Organization METHod for Enrichment of Evaluations
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into account the problem of reaching targeted multi-attribute nodes in social
networks by the information propagation processes. In the proposed approach,
it is assumed that the network nodes are characterized not only by the centrality
relations between them and other nodes, but also by a set of custom attributes
C1, C2, . . . , Cn. The nodes can also be characterized by the computed attributes
derived from the network characteristics and measures, such as degree. Last,
but not least, additional attributes can be derived as a composite of the two
aforementioned types of attributes, by computing centrality measures based on
limited subsets of the nodes’ neighbors. For example, if attribute Ci represented
the degree of a node, i.e. the total count of its neighbors, the Ci1 could represent
the count of its male neighbors.

The aim of the proposed methodological framework is to maximize the in-
fluence within the targeted group of multi-attribute network nodes. While other
approaches focus on generating the ranking of seeds based on a single central-
ity measure, in the authors’ proposed methodological framework, the seeds are
selected based on multiple attributes. This allows to select seeds which might
be worse at maximizing global influence in the network, but which are better at
maximizing influence in the targeted group of multi-attribute network nodes.

The approach presented in this paper is based on the MCDA methodology
foundations [11]. The assumed modeling goal is to reach only the targeted set
of multi-attribute nodes, instead of maximixing global influence in the network.
Based on the guidelines provided by [3], it was decided that the PROMETHEE II
method is most suitable for the proposed approach. It is an MCDA method that
uses pairwise comparison and outranking flows to produce a ranking of the best
decision variants. In the proposed approach, PROMETHEE II is used to produce
a multi-criteria ranking of the nodes in the network with the aim to shortlist the
ones which have the best chances to maximize influence in the targeted group
of multi-attribute nodes. A detailed description of the PROMETHEE methods
can be found in [2]. The MCDA foundations of the proposed approach help
maximizing influence in the targeted group of multi-attribute nodes by selecting
the seeds which have the highest, according to the marketer, potential to reach
the targeted nodes in the social network. Moreover, the use of tools such as
GAIA visual aid allows to understand the preferences backing the actual seed
selection, and provide feedback which allows to further iteratively improve the
obtained solution.

4 Empirical Study

In order to illustrate the proposed approach, the empirical study with the use
of agent based simulations was performed on a relatively small real network [10]
with 143 vertices and 623 edges giving the ability of detailed multi-criteria anal-
ysis. The proposed approach is intended for networks whose nodes are described
with multiple attributes. However, the publicly available network datasets pre-
dominantly consist only of information on their nodes and edges, without infor-
mation on the node attributes. To overcome this problem, the node attributes
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Table 1. Criteria used in the empirical research.

Criterion Values Criterion Values

C1 degree integer [1-42] C5 age 1: 0-29, 2: 30-59, 3: over 60

C2 gender 1: male, 2: female C6 deg. younger integer [0-18]

C3 deg. male integer [0-20] C7 deg. medium integer [0-15]

C4 deg. female integer [0-22] C8 deg. older integer [0-9]

Table 2. Top 7 network nodes used as seeds in the empirical research. A - degree; B
- betweenness, C - closeness, D - eigen centrality, E-G - the proposed multi-attribute
approach

A 105 17 95 48 132 43 91 E 17 95 48 132 50 105 20
B 107 17 48 91 32 95 141 F 19 95 48 50 132 91 105
C 105 17 95 37 74 48 91 G 132 20 136 19 50 122 3
D 105 31 136 132 20 19 69

were artificially overlaid over the network, following the attributes’ distribution
from demographic data. Two demographic attributes were overlaid on the net-
work – gender and age. For illustrative purposes, the target for the viral market-
ing campaign was chosen for the empirical research. In this experiment, the male
users from the youngest age group were targeted, which translates to 28 of all
the 143 users of the network. In the proposed approach, the seeds are selected
from the network based on multiple criteria. In the empirical research, apart
from the two aforementioned demographic attributes, also the degree measure
was taken into account, as well as 5 criteria based on a mix of the degree and
the demographic measures. This resulted in a total of 8 seed evaluation criteria,
which are presented in Table 1.

Initially, the classic single-metric approaches were tested on the network, to
provide a benchmark for the proposed approach. Four centrality metrics (degree,
closeness, betweenness and eigen centrality) were used individually to first rank
all vertices in the network, and then select the top nodes as seeds. It was decided
for the seeding fraction to be set to 0.05 (seven seeding nodes) and propagation
probability to 0.10. Moreover, in order to allow repeatability of the experiment
for seeds selected by each approach, 10 pre-defined scenarios were created, in
which each node was assigned a pre-drawn weight. The seeds obtained from
rankings based on each centrality measure, i.e. degree, betweenness, closeness
and eigen centrality, are presented in Table 2A - 2D respectively. The averaged
simulation results are presented in Table 3A - 3D.

In the next step of the empirical study, the authors’ proposed approach was
used to choose the seeds based on a multi-criteria ranking produced by the
PROMETHEE II method. All eight criteria were taken into account. Initially, the
usual preference function was used for comparing each vertex under all criteria.
Also, all criteria were given an equal preference weight (see Table 4E). As a
result, seven seeds were selected (see Table 2E). It can be noticed that the
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Table 3. Aggregated results from the empirical study simulations

Iterations Infected Coverage Infected targeted Coverage

A 6.6 41.2 0.2881 7.7 0.2750
B 6.1 33.7 0.2357 5.5 0.1964
C 6.2 39.2 0.2741 6.2 0.2214
D 6.5 34.3 0.2399 9.0 0.3214
E 5.9 40.6 0.2839 9.2 0.3286
F 6.0 40.7 0.2846 9.5 0.3393
G 6.4 30.1 0.2105 9.7 0.3464

Table 4. Utilized PROMETHEE II parameters

Criteria C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8

E
Weight 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Preference function Usual Usual Usual Usual Usual Usual Usual Usual

F
Weight 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Preference function Linear Usual Linear Linear Usual Linear Linear Linear
q; p 3; 9 1; 2 1; 4 1; 2 1; 2 1; 4 1; 3 1; 2

G
Weight 8.2 25.4 12.6 3.8 28.4 14 3.8 3.8
Preference function Linear Usual Linear Linear Usual Linear Linear Linear
q; p 3; 9 1; 2 1; 4 1; 2 1; 2 1; 4 1; 3 1; 2

produced seed set is considerably different than the ones produced by the classic
approaches (compare with Table 2A-2D).

After the simulations were executed with the newly selected seeds, it was
observed that averagely 40.6 network nodes were infected (0.2839 coverage, see
Table 3E). It is a worse result than for the degree-based approach. What is
important to note, however, is that averagely 9.2 targeted nodes were infected,
i.e. 0.3286 targeted coverage, which was the best result so far.

One of the benefits of using the PROMETHEE methods is the possibility
to adjust the preference function used in pairwise comparisons of the nodes
under individual criteria. While the usual preference function provides a simple
boolean answer for the pairwise comparison of gender (C2) and age (C5) criteria,
in case of the criteria based on degree, usage of a linear preference function
with indifference and preference thresholds can yield better results. Therefore,
in the subsequent step of the empirical research, a linear preference function was
applied to all degree-based criteria (see Table 4F). The change in the preference
function resulted in a different set of seeds selected for simulations (see Table
2F). The averaged results from the simulations are presented in Table 3F. It can
be observed, that both global and targeted coverage values improved slightly.

Depending on the target group, the marketer can decide that some criteria
can better help to reach the target group than the other criteria. Therefore, the
marketer can adjust the preference weights of each criterion. Before the last set of
simulations in this empirical research, an expert knowledge was elicited from the
marketer with the use of the Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) [12], to adjust
the preference weights of all criteria. The elicited weights used in the final set of
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Fig. 1. GAIA Visual Analysis

simulations is presented in Table 4G. The adjusted preference weights resulted
in a significantly different set of nodes used as seeds in the campaign (see Table
2G). The averaged simulation results are presented in Table 3G. The approach
resulted in the best coverage in the targeted group (0.3464, compared to 0.2750
for the degree-based approach, 0.0714 difference). In the final step of the research,
the GAIA visual analysis aid was used to study the criteria preference relations
in the seed selection decision model (see Fig. 1). The analysis of Fig. 1 allows
to observe that criteria C2 and C5 are not related to each other in terms of
preference. This is quite straightforward, because these criteria represent the
gender and age respectively. On the other hand, the remaining criteria are similar
in terms of preference, possibly because they are all partially based on the degree
measure.

5 Conclusions

The existing research in the area of information spreading focuses mainly on
influence maximisation. Only limited number of studies discuss targeting nodes
with specific characteristics with main focus on their single attributes. This pa-
per proposes a novel approach to multi-attribute targeted influence maximization
in social networks, focused on a multi-attribute seed selection. In the proposed
approach, the seeds for initializing the campaign are chosen based on a rank-
ing obtained with an MCDA method. The weights of individual criteria can be
adjusted, as well as criteria values’ comparison preference functions can be cho-
sen to best fit the marketer’s needs. In the experimental research, the proposed
approach resulted in target nodes’ coverage superior by as much as 7.14% com-
pared to traditional degree-based approaches. The research opens some possible
future directions. It would be beneficial to further broaden the research scope by
studying how the changes in seeding fraction and propagation probability affect
the efficiency of the proposed approach. Moreover, this research was performed
on a network with attributes superimposed artificially. A research project can
be run in order to collect knowledge about a real multi-attribute social network.
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